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What If We Could Create Teams That Are

›Fun
›Energizing
›Supportive
›Succesful?

Presentator
Presentatienotities
I WANT TO TAKE YOU ON MY JOURNEY HERE. AND HOW I DOSCOVERED THE CRUCIAL ROLE MINDFULNESS AND COMPASSION CAN PLAY IN SUCCESFUL TEAMWORK. BUT FIRST, LET’S TAKE A STEP BACK.



Teamwork Is Taking Over The Workplace

›50% increase in amount of time spent on team-

related tasks compared to 10 year ago

›Spans industries health care, science, 

engineering, technology, government

›NetworkedTeams of teams interrelate



Types Of Teams That Grow

›Virtual teams teams work globally

›Non-hierarchical
leadershipBecause issues are complex and dynamic, 

requiring responsive, quick, adaptive and diverse groups of individuals



Teams Need Different Skills

›Empathy to understand others

›Context sensing to see what is happening

›Collaboration to pull different capabilities

›Creative thinking to create sustainable
futures



Teamwork



Team failures are common



Team failures are common

›No collaboration
›Difficult persons
›No vision
›No clear roles

Presentator
Presentatienotities
Many of our experiences in teams are rather bleak. When I look back at my own history of participating in teams I can see a lot of them. And you will know examples from your own organization. Teams that break down, leading to less than expected results, or – in extreme cases such in hospitals – to unnecessary patient deaths…



Teamwork

› We have a innate capacity to team up, but

teaming up doesn’t
come naturally

Presentator
Presentatienotities
Let’s look at what the science of teamwork has to tell us! 



Team Performance



We Have Tried Many Solutions…

› Clear tasks
› Clear leadership
› Clear roles
› Clear people insights
› Clear identity





And Still, Teams Go Awry..

›They lose their mind 
and 
stop caring for each 
other 





›Is there a way for teams 
not to lose their mind?



Phil Jackson – Basketball Coach

› If you have seen the 

championships of the 
Bulls, the Lakers... then you have seen 

the magic of 
mindfulness... 

I used it to help build both teams, as a 

buffer against 
tensions in the teams. It's so vital 
for a team to have this skill and to become 
mindful!





What We Forgot…

› We train most team in practical team 
toolstasks, roles, people insights,

› but we forgotto give them 

mind tools



ONE TEAM MIND, Two Core Capabilities

› Sensingthe

mindscape
› Social and Emotional 

Care and 
Collaboration



ONE TEAM MIND, Two Core Capabilities

› Sensingthe

mindscape
› Social and Emotional 

Care and 
Collaboration



Sensing The 
Mindscape
Building the capability



Effective Stand-up Meetings in Agile/Scrum Teams

Mindful 
practice

• Significant 
effect

Music 
listening

• Small, not
significant

Business as 
usual

• No effect 

› Higher effectiveness of meeting

›Improved decision-making in meeting

›Improved listening to each other



Stopping The Blame Game 



Conflicts narrow the mindscape

›Task conflict uses
up attentional
resources

›Increases
cognitive load

›Narrows thinking
›Task conflict 
seen as personal 
criticism



Team Mindfulness

›Collectively paying 
attention to the team 
experiences and their underlying 
situation, regularly and in a non-judgmental way

› Sustained attention to present moment experiences
› Open, receptive, non judgmental processing of experiences



Mindful Team Mindset

›Sustained attention 
to present moment 
experiences

›Open, receptive, 
non judgmental
processing 
of experiences



Effect Of Team Mindfulness

Relationship
Conflict

Social 
Undermining

Task
Conflict

Team 
Mindfulness

Team Level

Individual Level



Care and 
Collaboration
Building the capability



Relieving Discomfort and Suffering

Presentator
Presentatienotities
Most of this suffering comes from time pressure, work overload, the pressure from high costs of failure (you don’t want people to die because of your teams failure). And what is the most important answer to this: taking care of each other. Opening up to each other’s discomfort, because what often happens is that we close our mind, that we feel unable to deal with our empathic concerns. And by opening up we can help our colleagues by bringing in a different perspective or by just giving them a hand on their tasks…. Compassion is a practice, that can have many different forms: giving people some time to, a soothing break of taking a coffee or tea together, buffering task overload together. 
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Collaboration for Higher Performance

Presentator
Presentatienotities
But compassion is not only about suffering. Compassion is also creating the space for high performance. Voluntary actions for shared mutual benefit, it infuses rapid coordination with respect, trust and strong human connections. In the airline industry is has been shown that compassion for each other was the key factor in success of the short haul airlines like Easy jet, Ryan Air, etc. Quick turnaround is needed, depending on 12 different roles to be executed, at different places at the airport (tickecting to fuelling, passport control, etc.). Relational coordination is essential and only works if people care for each other. And are allowed to care for each other. 



Compassion for Fierce Openness

High error 
reporting High Trust

Critical role of 
psychological safety



Compassionate Team Mindset

›Withholding blame, and also:
–Fierce compassion
–Crucial conversations

›Imbuing with worth
›Perspective taking
and 
empathic concern

›Intention to act



ONE TEAM MIND, Two Core Capabilities/Mindsets

› Sensingthe

mindscape
› Social and Emotional 

Care and 
Collaboration



ONE TEAM MIND, Two Core Capabilities/Mindsets

› Sensingthe

mindscape
› Social and Emotional 

Care and 
Collaboration

TRAINABLE 
TEAM 

CAPACITIES



A THRIVINGTEAM 
IS A 

ONE MIND TEAM, 

BASED UPON MINDFULNESS 
AND COMPASSION
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